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Abstract

The collaborative business process can be unreliable
when business partners collaborate in a peer-to-peer
fashion without central control. An important issue
that needs to be dealt with for any generic solution to
manage collaborative business transaction is reliability
verification. In this paper, a business collaboration
model, Choreographical Business Transaction
Net (CoBTx-Net) is developed for individual
business participants to specify and manage the
collaboration. Three reliability properties named Time-
embedded dead marking freeness, Inter-organizational
dead marking freeness, and Collaborative soundness
are defined and exploited to verify reliability based on
CoBTx-Net.
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1. Introduction

Collaborative business transaction is about coordi-
nating the flow of information among organizations,
linking their business processes, and providing solu-
tions to ensure the eventual generation of consistent
outcomes. Such business collaboration can be unreli-
able especially when it is conducted in a loosely coupled
distributed environment such as web services [1].

Let us take an example in automotive industry.
An ordering process is a business collaboration in-
volving multiple business partners-customers, dealers
and manufacturers, and communicating through the
autonomous and heterogeneous business applications
that include quote inquiry and purchase order process,
etc. The ordering process begins with a quote inquiry
broadcasting from a customer. After receiving the in-

quiry, dealers will validate the status of the customer.
A quote will be returned if the customer has a valid
status. Then the customer will choose a dealer who
offers the best deal. The selected dealer will receive
a purchase order from the customer. After checking
the stock, the dealer will send the customer an order
acknowledgement together with invoice and payment
details. The dealer will deliver the car after receiving
the payment.

This collaboration can become unreliable if one of
the following happens:

• Violation of time constraint: If the dealer can not
deliver the vehicles in time to the customer, the
transaction may be suspended temporarily or may
eventually lead to customer cancellation.

• Conflict beliefs in collaboration logic: The cus-
tomer may believe that only 10% deposit is needed
to pay before receiving the vehicle, while the dealer
requires that the customer pay the total prize be-
fore a vehicle can be delivered. Hence the dealer
is waiting for another 90% money without acting
on delivering the vehicle while the customer is ex-
pecting the delivery.

• Improper misbehavior by a participant: If any of
the participants, e.g, customer, dealer, does not
act as agreed, collaboration cannot proceed.

We can refer reliability in the context of business
collaboration as that the collaboration is carried out
as planned, each partner behaves as agreed, and the
transaction completes at the right time and in the right
place. As shown in the above example, collaborative
transaction is more prone to unreliability than single
processed transaction due to its peer based nature, i.e.,
participating partners have their own business policies
and internal processes that are agnostic to each other.
Furthermore, the proper completion of a business col-
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laboration depends not only on its own correct behav-
ior, but also the behaviors of the collaborating partic-
ipants perceived through complex interactions.

Therefore we need to properly model the collab-
orative business transaction in a peer based execu-
tion environment so that its reliability can be verified
and managed. Petri Net provides a set of verification
mechanisms, and its graphically and mathematically
founded modeling formalism with various algorithms
for design and analysis [2] makes it a good candidate for
modeling business transactions. Especially the proper-
ties of the Petri Net, including safeness, reachability,
dead marking etc, are well presented in the literature.
These properties have already been used to verify the
reliability of service composition and workflow [3, 4, 5].
However these properties can not be applied directly
to business collaboration because the semantics of the
properties of Petri Net are not as same as those of re-
liability in business collaboration. For instance, reach-
ability as net property to describe the successful con-
nection of the beginning and the ending of the net can
not completely specify the transactional semantics con-
cerning the proper termination of a collaboration, be-
cause the guarantee of the structural juncture is only
part of the requirements for achieving the goal of the
collaboration.

In this paper three properties for the purpose of re-
liability verification are defined based on the Chore-
ographical Business Transaction Net(CoBTx-
Net): Time-embedded dead marking freeness, Inter-
organizational dead marking freeness, and Collabora-
tive soundness. CoBTx-Net is a model to simulate the
business collaboration based upon the Hierarchical Col-
ored Petri Net [16]. Furthermore, the corresponding
verification methods originated from those for verify-
ing the execution of normal Petri Nets are redefined to
cater for the special characteristics of CoBTx-Net.

The rest of paper is organized as follows. In section
2, we introduce CoBTx-Net model. The verification
on the desired reliability properties based on CoBTx-
net is presented in section 3, followed by the discussion
on the related work. A conclusion is presented in last
section.

2. CoBTx-Net - A Model for Business
Collaboration

In order to model business collaboration without
central control, and provide exclusive methods to verify
the reliability of the structure and behavior of the col-
laborative business transaction, we develop a business
collaboration model CoBTx-Net, which is an extension
of our BTx-Net model [6]. Our CoBTx-Net [7] is con-

structed for each organization to understand and ana-
lyze its own behavior as well as of their business part-
ners and manage the whole business transaction from
individual organization point of view so that global reli-
ability can be maintained. CoBTx-Net presents a novel
infrastructure for business collaboration.

CoBTx-Net comes from the BTx-Net which models
the behavior of an individual participant in a business
collaboration. A collaborating process in BTx-Net is
separated into three layers as in Fig.1, each of which is
a subnet of BTx-Net. The Execution (Exe) subnet, Ab-
stract (Abs) subnet and Communication (Com) subnet
correspond to the generic stratified structure of web
service in business collaboration in terms of internal
business process, service interface, and business proto-
col. They are linked by Refinement functions acting
on tokens at each subnet. The details with regard to
the refinement function are introduced in [6].

Figure 1. BTx-Net

Definition 1 A BTx-Net in one organization G1 is a
tuple NG1=(PG1, TG1, FG1, ΠG1, IIG1,IOG1), Where:

• PG1 is a set of place graphically represented as cir-
cle. PExeG1 , PAbsG1 , and PComG1 are sets of places
at each subnet. PG1=PExeG1 ∪PAbsG1 ∪PComG1 , where
PExeG1 ∩PAbsG1 ∩PComG1 = NULL.

• TG1 is a set of transitions graphically represented
as dark bar in Fig. 1, where: TExeG1 , TAbsG1 and
TComG1 are sets of transitions at each level. T τG1

is set of empty transitions for transferring, dis-
tributing, and collecting tokens.
T = TExeG1 ∪TAbsG1 ∪TComG1 ∪T τG1, where
TExeG1 ∩TAbsG1 ∩TComG1 ∩T τG1 = NULL, and PG1∩TG1

= NULL.

• FG1=(PG1×V×TG1)∪(TG1×V× PG1) is the flow
relation between places and transitions, where V
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is the sets of variables V= {x,y,...} to represent
the tokens.

• ΠG1 is a group of functions at the three subnets of
a collaborating service, which includes refinement
function, MO-Token exam function, and Colored
token map function etc. Here briefly introduce
the refinement function. See [6] for the details
of other functions in each subnet. With regard to
the refinement function from Abs-subnet to Exe-
subnet and Com-subnet, RAbs : TAbs ∪ PAbs →
L is a refinement formula on the transition and
place in abstract level to connect other two lev-
els. L={g(x),{e(x),NExe

g1 :NCom
g1 ,r(x)}}x∈V. g(x)

is a function to evaluate the token that is an in-
put of a transition or a place and decides which
subnet shall be initiated. Sometimes multiple sub-
nets can be activated simultaneously. e(x) and r(x)
are the guard functions of corresponding subnet to
evaluate whether or not the subnet is available to
initiate and exit.

• IIG1, IOG1 are the sets of in and out places of
BTx-Net and their subnets including IIG1={IG1,
iExeG1 , iAbsG1 , iComG1 }, and IOG1={OG1, oExeG1 oAbsG1

oComG1 }

Compared with the BTx-Net, CoBTx-Net adds a
public projection of the BTx-Nets of the other collabo-
rating participants to the BTx-Net of the organization
(see Fig. 2). Obviously, only the public part of the
BTx-Net of the collaborating organization can be in-
cluded since private part can not be perceived by oth-
ers. Now a CoBTx-Net is consisted of five subnets. In
addition to the original three subnets of the BTx-Net,
another two subnets as the perceived public part of
the BTx-Net of its collaborating partners are included.
The Communication net of the collaborating partner’s
BTx-Net becomes the ExCom-net of the CoBTx-Net of
the organization which interacts with the organization
through the links between the Com- and ExCom-nets
to implement the business interactions. ExAbs-net rep-
resents the public interface of the collaborating part-
ner’s BTx-Net which indicates the required service(s)
of the collaborating partner for the collaboration.

There are two types of tokens that are operated
within a CoBTx-Net, the Application-Oriented To-
ken (AO-Token) and the Management-Oriented Token
(MO-Token) which move according to the message flow
and the control flow. The two types of tokens are corre-
lated at runtime to dynamically coordinate the process
execution. The movements of AO-Tokens and MO-
Tokens are based on the following rules:

• AO-Token will be the only token permitted to

Figure 2. CoBTx-Net of Organization 2

transfer out of organizations. The movement of
AO-Token within organization can be controlled
by the refinement function resided in each transi-
tion or place. However, When AO-Token is oper-
ated out of an organizational boundary, there is
no control applied on them since the AO-Token
is controlled by the collaborating organization at
that time as message processing. The organiza-
tion can only observe the movement of AO-tokens
on those public interfaces of other collaborating
organizations.

• Two types of MO-Token are introduced in CoBTx-
Net. InMO-Token (called MO-Token in BTx-Net)
represents the control scope of the organization on
its business process and only resides in the Exe-,
Abs-, Com- subnets. ExMO-token represents the
observation that the organization has on its collab-
orating partners. It stays in ExCom- and ExAbs-
subnets only. At beginning of the business trans-
action, the MO-Token is split into each specific
subnet without moving across the subnets at the
runtime (which is not as same as AO-Token). The
convergence of the MO-Tokens at the end of the
transaction indicates the successful execution in
each subnet, and the whole transaction is success-
fully terminated.

Based on the above discussion, we can see that the
control flow is not hard coded in the process specifica-
tion during design time but abstracted and coordinated
according to the properties of the message (AO-Token)
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at runtime. For example, no message (AO-Token) will
be accepted if the service required by the collaborating
organization is still not activated by MO-Token.

In Fig. 2, we present a CoBTx-Net of organization 2
(a dealer) to answer the Quote Request from Organiza-
tion 1 (a customer). Mi (i=1 to 5) is the MO-Token in
each subnet and A∼G represent the AO-Tokens mov-
ing within and between the two organizations.

Definition 2 CoBTx-Net for organization G1 is a tu-
ple CoNG1 = (PCoNG1 , TCoNG1 , FCoNG1 , ΠCoN

G1 , IICoNG1 ,
IOCoNG1 ), where

• PCoNG1 =PG1∪PComGi ∪PAbsGi where

PComGi =

 θ(TComG1 )
•θ(PComG1 ) = •TComGi

θ(PComG1 )• = TComGi •

if

 (PComGi , TComG1 )∗ ∈ FCoNG1

(•TComGi , TComG1 )∗ ∈ FCoNG1

(TComGi •, TComG1 )∗ ∈ FCoNG1

and PAbsGi = ρ(PComGi ),

• TCoNG1 =TG1∪TComGi ∪TAbsGi where

TComGi =

 θ(PComG1 )
•θ(TComG1 ) = •PComGi

θ(TComG1 )• = PComGi •

if

 (PComG1 , TComGi )∗ ∈ FCoNG1

(TComG1 , •TComGi )∗ ∈ FCoNG1

(TComGi •, TComG1 )∗ ∈ FCoNG1

and TAbsGi =


•ρ(•TComGi )
•ρ(TComGi •)
ρ(TComGi •)•
ρ(•TComGi )•

,

• FCoNG1 =FG1∪(TComG1 , PComGi )∗∪
(PComG1 , TComGi )∗∪F {Com,Abs}Gi ,

• ΠCoN
G1 =ΠG1∪Π{Com,Abs}Gi ,

• IICoNG1 =IIG1∪II{Com,Abs}Gi and
IOCoNG1 =IOG1∪IO{Com,Abs}Gi ,

In definition 2, we define several functions and an-
notations to construct a CoBTx-Net model from BTx-
Net:

1. θ:p1→ti or θ:t1 →pi. By operating the function,
we can get the transitions or places of the public
parts of the partners’ BTx-Net.

2. ρ:PCom → PAbs . We can always obtain the PAbs

if we can identify relative PCom by function ρ().

3. (t, p)∗ or (p, t)∗=(p×t)∪(t×p). It represents the
flow relation between places and transitions

4. •t={y∈P|(y,x)∈F ∩ x∈T}, t•={y∈P|(x,y)∈F ∩
x∈T}. •t and t• indicate the pre-places and post-
places of a transition respectively.
•p={x∈T|(x,y)∈F ∩ y∈P}, p•={x∈T|(y,x)∈F ∩
y∈P}. •p and p• illustrate the pre-transitions and
post-transitions of a place respectively.

3. Reliability Verification on CoBTx-Net

In this section, we will introduce a set of properties
defined for reliability verification on business collabora-
tion based upon the CoBTx-Net and discuss the related
verification approaches.

3.1. Time-embedded Dead Marking Free-
ness

The business transaction is reliable in terms of time
if its execution follows the time constraints defined as
business rules or policies in organizations. Hence, we
introduce a property named time-embedded dead mark-
ing freeness to verify transaction reliability in terms of
time. The labeled transitive matrix L∗BP [8] used in
Petri-Net expresses the relationship between •t and t•
based on transition t. However, it does not elaborate
the time relationship between •t and t•. We extend
the transitive matrix by associating it with the time
impact called Labeled time-embedded transitive matrix
and use it to detect the property.

Definition 3 A time-embedded transitive matrix:

LtBP = (A−)TDiag(
n∑
h=1

rtn ,

n∑
h=1

rtn , ...,

n∑
h=1

rtn)A+

where A−=[a−ij] and A+=[a+
ij ] are n×m matrix (n tran-

sitions, m places ). T means transpose matrix. x∈P,
y∈T.

a−ij =
{

1 (x, y) In FCoN

0 (x, y) Not In FCoN

a+
ij =

{
1 (y, x) In FCoN

0 (y, x) Not In FCoN

rth(h=1,2,...,n) is evaluation variable of time require-
ment as:

|rth | =


1 th is linked by specific places and

time constraint is satisfied.
0 th is not linked by specific places

or time constraint is not satisfied.
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we also use L∗tBP , a labeled time-embedded transitive
matrix (m×m) to extend the original time-embedded
transitive matrix in which rth in LtBP is replaced by
rth/dth in L∗tBP , if rth appears d times in the same col-
umn of LtBP .

Theorem 1 A CoBTx-Net is time-embedded dead
marking free iff

∃th ∈ TCoN , P
rth
j (time) =

m∑
i=1

rth
dth

ci ≥ 1

where M∗tk (time) = Mk−1 · L∗tBP , M∗tk (timej) =
Pj(time) =

∑n
h=1 p

rth
j (time).

Proof 1 If a CoBTx-Net is time-embedded dead mark-
ing free, then within specified time there exists transi-
tion th to be executed. Therefore, the time constraint
is not violated so that the transition is qualified to be
fired. Obviously, there exists rth = 1 and q pre-places
in Mk−1 as ci ≥ 1 to accumulate enough tokens to
activate the transition th firing(d ≤ q ≤ m). Hence
P
rth
j (time) ≥ 1.

If there exists P
rth
j (time) =

∑m
i=1

rth

d ci ≥ 1, then
rth=1 and q (d ≤ q ≤ m) pre-places as ci are non-zero.
It means that at specific time, there exists a transition
th to be fired by tokens in pre-places ci without violation
on time constraint to finally deposit tokens in post-place
pj. Hence, the net is time-embedded dead marking free.

For example, Fig.3 mainly describes the internal
business process part of quote feedback service in or-
ganization 2 as a dealer to answer the Quote Request
from organization 1, a customer. Each transition in
this part represents an individual activity and has own
time constraint. rth is correlated with corresponding
transition th as the evaluation variable of time require-
ment. The Ti(j) are time spots designed to partition
the time according to when the transition is avail-
able to be activated and terminated. Now we assume
that the state(marking) of CoBTx-Net of organization
2 is M3=[0,0,1,0,1,0] (Exe-Subnet only) as t4 is en-
abled by the tokens in p3 and p5(c3=1, c5=1), and
Ψ=
∑n
h=1

rtn

drtn

L∗tBP =


0 Ψ 0 Ψ 0 0
0 0 Ψ 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 Ψ
0 0 0 0 Ψ 0
0 0 0 0 0 Ψ
0 0 0 0 0 0

⇒

Figure 3. example for time constraints


0 rt1 0 rt1 0 0
0 0 rt2 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 rt4

2
0 0 0 0 rt3 0
0 0 0 0 0 rt4

2
0 0 0 0 0 0


Hence, M∗t4 (timej)=M3 · (L∗tBP )ij . Since
M∗t4 (time1−5) = 0, we set M∗t4 (time6) = P6(time) =∑4
h=1 P

rth
6 = rt4

2 · (c3 + c5),

P
rt4
6 (time) =

rt4
2
·(c3+c5)


= 0 if time < Ti(3) or
time > Ti(5), then rt4 = 0
= 1 if T i(3) < time < Ti(5),
then rt4 = 1

Obviously, If the dealer can execute the activity
”collection”(t4) within time interval Ti(3) and Ti(5),
then the time constraint is satisfied as rt4 = 1 and even-
tually P

rt4
6 (time) ≥ 1. The CoBTx-Net of the dealer

is time-embedded dead marking free at that moment.
Otherwise, rt4=0, the CoBTx-Net is in the status of
time-embedded dead marking and t4 can not be fired.
In this example, we assume that each value in the mark-
ing, for instance 0 in M3(1), represents the values of the
two types of token, MO-Token and AO-Token.

This approach can be used to specify time con-
straints at design time. Meanwhile, it also can be im-
plemented to verify the time issue during runtime, e.g
an activity is suspended longer than expected.

3.2. Inter-organizational Dead Marking
Freeness

The Collaborative Logic Conflict(CLC) presents a
type of deadlock, in which each involving organization
requires feedback from other organizations and eventu-
ally a cyclic chain of feedback requests is generated and
each organization is stepping into a suspending status
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to wait for feedback from each other. Since services
are autonomous, normally detecting CLC from an in-
dividual organizational view is not as easy as examining
CLC from global view. However, due to the presence
of the public part of the partners in the individual or-
ganization’s CoBTx-Net, we can verify CLC in orga-
nization’s CoBTx-Net by introducing a new property:
Inter-organizational Dead Marking Freeness.

Theorem 2 An organization is in Collaborative Logic
Conflicts (CLC) iff its CoBTx-Net is not inter-
organizational dead marking free.

Proof 2 See Lemma 1.

Lemma 1 A CoBTx-Net is inter-organizational dead
marking free:
(1) If there are no dead markings in the organiza-
tion’s CoBTx-Net and its collaborating organizations’
CoBTx-Nets simultaneously.
(2) If there exists dead marking in each CoBTx-Net si-
multaneously, but there are no cyclic feedback requests
from dead marking organizations to others that are also
stepping into dead marking status.
(3) If the cyclic feedback requests exist, but there is no
dependency between the service unit requiring feedback
from others and the service unit being requested by oth-
ers in one organization.

Here we introduce an approach to verify whether a
CoBTx-Net is inter-organizational dead marking free:
(1) If the organization’s CoBTx-Net is in dead marking
status in Com-subnet, then the CoBTx-Net will send
Notify-Token to the CoBTx-Nets of the collaborating
participants which interact with the organization be-
fore and did not return any answer to its previous re-
quest. Notify-Token is a token moved across organi-
zational boundary to notify CoBTx-Nets of collabo-
rating organizations that one organization is waiting
for the feedback from them. Therefore, Notify-Token
includes the information with regard to the organiza-
tion dependency written as A7→B (A and B both repre-
sent organizations where B is waiting for the feedback
from A). (2) If the CoBTx-Nets of the collaborating
participants receiving the Notify-Token also involve in
dead marking status, and no cyclic condition on or-
ganization dependency exists after extracting the de-
pendency information from the Notify-Token, then the
CoBTx-Nets of the collaborating participants will pass
the Notify-Token to the CoBTx-Nets of other future
collaborating organizations associated with the added
dependency information of its own. (3)Repeat step (2)
till the cyclic condition on organization dependency is
detected from one organization’s CoBTx-Net(Inter-
organizational dead marking) or the Notify-Token

can not be passed on any more (Inter-organizational
dead marking freeness).

Figure 4. example for CLC

For example, Fig.4 depicts a CoBTx-Net of organi-
zation 2 (dealer-G2 ). It receives payment from organi-
zation 1 (customer-G1 ) and delivers the vehicle which
the customer wants to purchase. We assume that the
AO-Token B as the payment information is failed to
transfer to G2 when the customer is waiting for the ve-
hicle delivery and the dealer is expecting the payment
information. Here we will scrutinize how to verify the
property of inter-organizational dead marking freeness.
(1) Because G1 is in dead marking status waiting for
the vehicle delivery and B is correlated with G(vehicle
delivery information), then Notify-Token will be trans-
ferred to G2 recording G2 7→G1 which means that the
G1 is waiting for the feedback from G2. (2) With-
out receiving AO-Token B, G2 is in the dead mark-
ing status as well waiting for the payment information.
Hence, the G2 is ready to transfer the Notify-Token
to other future collaborating organizations such as G1.
However, there is a chain of cyclic conditions in Notify-
Token in G2, since G2 7→G1, G1 7→G2 exist(added by
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G2 before passing it to other collaborating organiza-
tions). (3) Therefore, there exists a CoBTx-Net which
finds a chain of cyclic condition in Notify-Token. Ac-
cording to theorem 2, the CoBTx-Net of organization
2 is not inter-organizational dead marking free and has
CLC.

The method can be used to detect CLC in design
time as well as runtime. In the design time, the CLC
can be generated by orthogonal transaction policies be-
tween organizations. In the runtime, the CLC may
occur when exceptions or faults happen.

3.3. Collaborative Soundness

We also need to identify the conditions on which an
organization terminates properly. Here we introduce a
property in CoBTx-Net named collaborative soundness
to evaluate the termination conditions of an organiza-
tion.

Theorem 3 An organization is terminated properly iff
its CoBTx-Net is collaboratively sound.

Proof 3 See Lemma 2

Lemma 2 A CoBTx-Net is collaboratively sound iff:
(1) The CoBTx is reachable from the beginning place i
to the ending place o,
(2) Only one ending place o exists and the token de-
posited at the beginning i will finally return to the end-
ing place,
(3) No active transition (a transition still processes and
deposits token(s) to the post-place(s)) at Com-net, Abs-
net, and Exe-net of CoBTx-net when the MO-Token
resides in ending place o.

Lemma 2 specifies the conditions for CoBTx-Net to
verify the property of collaborative soundness. How
they relate to the organization’s proper termination is
introduced below. In (1), the lemma stresses that a
reachable path from beginning to ending is necessary
for an organization to execute the collaboration. Con-
dition (2) specifies that the process must start from the
beginning place and terminate at the only ending place.
All other situations can not be acceptable. In (3), the
lemma states that no active transition is allowed in the
part of the net that belongs to the specified organiza-
tion when the organization has already terminated its
processes. However, active transition is permitted in
the public view part of its collaborating partners when
the organization’s processes are terminated. The MO-
Token residing in the ending place o as the termination
of the organization means that the left case in the view
part will not have any impact on the termination of
the business transaction in this organization.

For condition (1), the reachable path from the be-
ginning place to the ending place exists iff there
are solutions [uAOj , uMO

j ] for
[
4MAO,4MMO

]
= AT∑n

j=1

[
uAOj , uMO

j

]
, where 4MAO and 4MMO are the

differences of initial marking and ending marking of
AO-Token and MO-Token respectively, AT is an inci-
dent matrix [9], and [uAOj , uMO

j ] is n×2 vector repre-
senting firing sequence.

Theorem 4 The solution for
[
4MAO,4MMO

]
=

AT
∑n
j=1

[
uAOj , uMO

j

]
exists and is qualified iff

Bf
[
4MAO,4MMO

]
=0 and the fire of a transi-

tion in the solution to transfer an AO-Token must
transfer a specified MO-Token together, where:
Bf = [Iu : −AT11(AT12)−1], and r is the rank of incident
matrix A and partitions A as:

A =
[
Ar×m−r11 Ar×r12

An−r×m−r21 An−r×r22

]
Proof 4 firstly, we transform the equation into two
equivalent linea equations as:{

4MAO = AT
∑n
j=1 u

AO
j

4MMO = AT
∑n
j=1 u

MO
j

According to theorem in [9], if
Bf
[
4MAO,4MMO

]
= 0, then there exists solu-

tions for the combined equation. Since AO-Token will
move with MO-Token, the qualified solutions for the
equation will satisfy the condition that, if the transition
uAOj (x) 6= ∅ (transferring an AO-Token), then it must
also transfer a MO-Token together as uMO

j (x) 6= ∅.

For condition (2), we verify that if any dead marking
exists and it is not an ending place, then we conclude
that the execution of the transaction is stopped or sus-
pended before proper termination.

To satisfy condition (3), we use the η function to
check the transaction when the organization has al-
ready terminated. if η(TCom) = 0, η(TAbs) = 0 and
η(TExe) = 0, then we believe the organization is ter-
minated properly.

4. Related Work

Research has been done in the area of business trans-
action reliability verification. We shall look into some
of the representative work in the area.

In [3], the authors implement algorithm to verify
the reliability of service composition based on PNML
(Petri Net Markup Language). However, the authors
did not take into account the interactions between ser-
vices of different organizations. In [4], a model based
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on Hierarchical CPN is introduced to detect the reli-
ability issues of web service workflow. A series of net
properties are presented. However the model is con-
structed from a centralized global view which includes
all the detailed information of participants. This as-
sumption can not be held in the peer-to-peer loosely
coupled business collaboration environment. The au-
thors in [5] introduce a property soundness for verify-
ing the reliability of WF-Net, a Petri Net based work-
flow model. However without the presence of the cross-
organizational service interaction, the work can not be
used by individual organizations for managing the re-
liability of business collaboration.

Several standards in SOC are also presented for de-
scribing and managing collaborative business transac-
tion, some of which can be transferred into Petri Nets
model for verification as well. BPEL4WS [10] together
with WS-C [11] and WS-T that includes Atomic Trans-
action [12] and Business Activity [13] provides some
basic support for coordination and exception handling.
WSCI [14] is protocol focus on the service choreogra-
phy, which defines the message sequence interaction
and uses connecter to link services across organiza-
tional boundary. WS-Reliability [15] is another pro-
tocol to guarantee the message delivery and order. All
above SOC standards provide transactional support
from certain aspects, especially in coordination. How-
ever, our work specifically focuses on reliability verifi-
cation of collaborative business transaction.

Although plenty of existing models and protocols
have been presented which focus on business transac-
tion and verification, they are still insufficient in that:

• The existing model for managing business trans-
action is lacking support in: (1) describing busi-
ness collaboration from peer organization point of
view, (2) an integrated peer organizational view on
its internal business process, service interface, and
protocol as well as the interfaces and protocols of
its collaborating partners, (3) and their relation-
ships in terms of message flows and control flows.

• The existing verification approaches are lack of
collaborative transactional semantics support.

5. Conclusion and Future Work

Collaborative business transactions are prone to un-
reliability since they are normally executed in loosely-
coupled environment. In this paper, we propose a
CoBTx-Net model to verify reliability of business col-
laboration based on three reliability properties. In the
future, solutions need to be developed to manage the
consistency and reliability of business collaborations.
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